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Abstract: Current Day scenario most of the applications moved on to web to enable any where computing. 

Mining approaches are proved as the best to extract knowledge. Organizations have to use various mining 

techniques to extract useful information. This information will help in day-to-day business functionality of 

organization. We can say web mining as the applications of the general data mining techniques to the Web. 

However, the internal properties of the Web force us to modify and extend the traditional techniques 

considerably. In this paper we are proposing an Approach to hybridize web content and web structure mining to 

improve the performance of web mining. 
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I. Introduction 
Web mining is one of the application areas of data mining techniques to find out patterns from the Web 

[1, 2]. Data mining is defined as finding hidden information from the data stored in a database and therefore it 

has been called exploratory data analysis, data driven discovery, and deductive learning. There are of three types 

of mining: data mining, web mining, and text mining [18]. Web mining combines the two of the activated 

research areas i.e. Data Mining and World Wide Web. Therefore, Web mining can be defined as the application 

of data mining techniques in order to discover patterns from the Web data, comprising Web documents, 

hyperlinks between documents, and usage logs of the websites [10]. Web mining research overlaps substantially 

with other areas, including data mining, text mining, information retrieval, and Web retrieval [14]. Millions and 

millions of data are added up frequently to already present millions of data online. Because of this there is 

exponential growth of existing data online. Due to its fast and disordered growth, the World Wide Web has 

grown into a vast repository of online data with no appropriate organizational structure [6]. Predicting the users’ 

preferences for improving the web use ability has become a challenging task.  

There are three kinds of information that have to be dealt with when any user is accessing any web site 

[7].So the three types of information are based on content of data, structure of data and log data. Based on these 

three types information research area of web mining has been divided into web usage mining, web structure 

mining and web content mining [8, 9]. Technically Web usage mining is the process of extracting useful 

information from web server logs i.e. user’s history [3]. Web content mining is the process of extracting 

knowledge from the content of documents or their descriptions. Web document text mining, resource discovery 

based on concepts indexing or agent based technology may also fall in this category. Web structure mining is 

the process of inferring knowledge from the World Wide Web organization and links between references and 

referents in the Web [17]. Finally, web usage mining, also known as Web Log Mining, is the process of 

extracting interesting patterns in web access logs [11] .The main goal of Web usage mining is finding out what 

users are looking for on the Internet [4]. Some users might be searching over the internet specifically for textual 

data, while some other users may have the interest in multimedia data [5]. Here, we mainly concentrate on web 

structure and web content mining process.  

Web structure mining is used to identify the relationship between the web pages linked by information 

and this is based on the web structure schema of the web pages. Structure mining allows search engine to 

identify and retrieve a search query directly to the linking web page from the web site the content is located. 

Structure mining is extensively used to extract previously unknown relationships between web pages. Based on 

the pattern of usage mined the navigation of web pages can be adapted to provide better user experience 

[13].Web content mining is the scanning and mining of text, pictures from web pages to determine the relevance 

of the content to the search query [12]. Web content mining is related but different from data mining and text 

mining. It is related to data mining because many data mining techniques can be applied in Web content mining. 

It is related to text mining because much of the web contents are texts. However, it is also quite different from 

data mining because Web data are mainly semi-structured and/or unstructured, while data mining deals 

primarily with structured data [15]. Web content mining is also different from text mining because of the semi-

structure nature of the Web, while text mining focuses on unstructured texts. Web content mining thus requires 

creative applications of data mining and/or text mining techniques and also its own unique approaches [16].  
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1.1Statement of Problem 

Web mining is the application of data mining methods used to discover relevant patterns from the Web 

data, including Web documents, hyperlink between documents, and usage logs of the websites. Web Content 

Mining, Web Structure Mining and Web Usage Mining are the three different categories of Web Mining. We 

focus on the web content and web structure mining techniques in web mining. In literature, different web 

content and web structure mining methods and algorithms were utilized in the mining process. Besides the 

other, the most recently developed Web Content Mining Using Clustering Technique mines the contents form 

the web documents more efficiently than the generalized association pattern algorithm. But, this technique has 

some drawbacks in the mining process i.e., first the relevant contents were grouped by clustering technique and 

then mining algorithms were applied on the clustered contents. This process takes more time and creates high 

complexity in the web content mining. The web structure mining process is normally performed by the rank 

algorithms namely, page rank, weighted page rank, and topic sensitive page rank. However, these page rank 

algorithms search-query results are independent of any particular search query. The drawback of page rank 

algorithms was reduced by the most recent algorithm called topic sensitive weighted page rank.  In this page 

rank algorithm, the pages are ranked based on the user interaction to the web pages. This topic sensitive 

weighted page rank algorithm has considered only the user interaction factor in their page ranking process and 

so it does not produce the most relevant results. Moreover, combination of web content and structure mining 

related works were very less. If solutions are found for such drawbacks in the literary works, then the web 

content and structure mining process is improved with high accurate results. Hence, the lack of solution for such 

drawbacks has motivated to do the research work in this area.  

 

II. Related Study 
Kamlesh Patidar et al. [19] have discussed that the existing search engines do not provide content 

search from the collection of database, as no information about context was stored in database. The existing 

search engine mostly uses the agent based search and then the database based search. With the possibility of 

world wide access, current Web applications have an almost unlimited amount of potential users. With the 

collected information, changes and optimizations can be applied to the Web application to hit the user’s 

requirements. The user who may be researcher, students, and even common person expect subject or context and 

need content accessibility precise and subject specific. As a field of research in data mining and knowledge 

discovery, today’s digital library is a massive collection of various types and categories of documents. They 

have designed a prototype as a search engine and also proposed an algorithm for web content mining using the 

database approach and multilevel Data tracking for digital library. 

Gauri Jain et al. [20] have proposed an Intelligent Model, which can help organizations to restructure 

their website so that website structure can be refined and it becomes more efficient and user friendly. In order to 

reach the main goal of web mining process, web mining algorithm has been applied. These can help to suggest 

the possible changes in the design of the website so that a common user feels much more comfortable in 

browsing the website. The data has been collected from a university website using a web crawler. Web mining 

algorithm has been applied on the data so that possible changes can be suggested. 

Manikandan [21] has discussed that various association rule mining algorithms like Generalized pattern 

algorithm are being implemented to mine the web content but again due to the above setbacks the efficiency 

expected from the algorithm is not obtained. Since the dip in the efficiency of these algorithms is amounted to 

the nature of the textual web content, an algorithm which may deal with, if not all the anomalies at least the 

unclustered nature of the content may increase the efficiency drastically. They have made assumptions that the 

web content is static and there is at least one common pattern found in the given datasets. 

LI Xiang-wei et al. [22] have proposed a web structure mining preprocessing algorithm based on the 

Rough Sets (RS). Firstly, to linear the huge web link graph, the Vast Forward Path (VFP) has been introduced 

and extracted from the user access record in web server logs. Secondly, to build the data analysis model, the 

Information System has been constructed using the VFP. Thirdly, the attribute reduction theory of RS has been 

used and the Information System has been reduced by eliminating a lot of abundant attributes. The experiments 

have shown that the proposed algorithm can get high efficiency and avoid the abundant web redundant data. 

Shesh Narayan Mishra et al. [23] have proposed a topic sensitive weighted page rank algorithm based 

on web structure mining. The relevancy of the pages of a given topic was better determined, as compared to the 

existing Page Rank, Topic sensitive Page Rank and Weighted Page Rank algorithms. For ordinary keyword 

search queries, Topic Sensitive Weighted Page Rank scores satisfy the topic of the query. 

 

III. Objectives 
The main objective of this study is to provide efficient web content and structure mining method for 

obtaining accurate mining results from the web documents. The objectives of this study are highlighted as 

follows: 
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 To develop hybrid web content and structure mining technique for producing an accurate web mining result.  

 To reduce processing time and to get more accurate results by making user feedback with user interaction 

process.    

 To develop clustering based page rank algorithm for obtaining the order of web pages in the result list in 

order that the user may obtain the significant pages easily. 

 

IV. Proposed Methodology 
The main aim of this research is to provide a better hybridization technique by solving the drawbacks 

that currently exist in the literary works. Thus, we intended to propose a Hybrid Web Content and Structure 

Mining (HWCSM) technique to extract the accurate information from the web documents. In the proposed 

technique, initially the user will give a query request to the web documents, and then the query related pages and 

the corresponding links will be saved in the RI registry. Moreover, the queried user interaction and feedbacks 

will be collected and the user interaction time will be calculated. Subsequently, the RI registry pages with 

hyperlinks will be clustered and ranked by the clustering based page rank algorithm. The proposed clustering 

based page rank algorithm will utilize the calculated user interaction time and the collected user’s feedback in 

their page rank process. Thus, our proposed technique will be more accurate than the existing page rank 

algorithm based WCM and WSM.  Finally, the results will be analyzed to demonstrate the performance of the 

proposed HWCSM technique. 

 

V. Possible Outcome 
By using the proposed HWCSM technique, the user will easily get more accurate queried content from 

the relevant web pages. The performance of our proposed technique will be tested by using more number of user 

queries, and the results related to user queries will be compared with the conventional web content and structure 

mining techniques. Overall, by our proposed technique, the users can accurately mine the contents from the 

most relevant pages. 
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